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Abstract

To efficiently and directly display the relationship between causes and consequence of the aviation accident, the constructing method of aviation

accident’s Bow-tie model are provided. Using the probabilities of basic events and control events in the model, the computational methodology is suggested to
compute the possibility of each consequence, which can present the quantitative relation between hazards and consequences of the aviation accident. After the
merits and demerits were analyzed, the traditional important measures are extended to the aviation accident importance analysis. Based on that, a new kind of
aviation accident important measure is proposed, and its solution are suggested as well. Finally, the feasibility and property of the proposed measure and
suggested solution are testified by the example of tire burst accident.
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1 Introduction
Due to fast development, the aviation safety has become a large challenge to global aviation business. If global aviation business
works at the current developing speed and accident rate, the global aircraft’s accidents in next fifteen years would be as much as double of
present. So, it is a prominent and vital thing to promote the aviation safety level continuously[1]. Practices have proved that researching
aviation accident and then proposing countermeasures is a feasible and efficient method to promote aviation safety. The method mainly
includes gathering and teasing all kinds of aviation accidents and unsafe incidents, exploring and extracting the inner-laws concealing in
them, and proposing measures, recommendations and steps to prevent accident happening and control unsafe incident deteriorating into
accident[2].
Currently, many researchers have proposed quantitative and qualitative models to research and analyzing these aviation accidents and
incidents, many of those had obtained preferable effect [3-6], but there still exist lots of problems need to overcome. For example, the Fault
Tree analysis(FTA) and Event Tree Analysis(ETA) are two important graphical tools in traditional safety analysis fields. Respectively,
FTA displays the relation between basic events and top event, and the top event probability can be computed by the Boolean operation and
basic events’ probabilities. While ETA displays the relation between initial event and outcome event, and the outcome’s possibility can be
computed based on the model[7-8]. Nevertheless, applying the FTA and ETA into analyzing aviation accident cannot point out the direct
relation between hazards and consequence of accident, and the countermeasures proposed by them are not targeted and intuitively enough.
Recently, a synthesis of FTA and ETA, the Bow-tie model, creates between FTA and ETA is an excellent “best of both world” solution in
accident analysis [9-10]. The model takes the top event as the critical event to connect the basic events and outcome events of accident, and it
breaks through the barriers between basic events and outcome events so that one can find and understand the relations between hazards and
consequences of accident easily. Based on that, some researchers have analyzed accident’s outcomes quantitatively by combining
mathematic tools, and proposed many targeted preventive and mitigate countermeasures. So to speak, the Bow-tie model overcome many
shortcomings of traditional accident analyzing methods[11-12], e.g. insufficiency quantification, highly fragmented and less intuitive and
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targeted, et al., and it has provided a new way in accident analysis and risk assessment.
The Bow-tie model and its solutions are new focus in accident analysis field, so there are many scholars and literatures to research it
and its application[11-15]. However, considering the cost, time and personality, it is a multiple-object optimization problem to generate
countermeasures to prevent or mitigate aviation accidents, and it need analyze the importance of every basic event and control event to
make targeted and pointed countermeasures. To considering and weighing the importance of every basic event and control event
comprehensively, the important analysis methodology of the aviation accident Bow-tie model is needed to research. Through the
importance analysis, some quantitative references to propose collectively and targeted accident’s countermeasures can be obtained.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the Bow-tie model theory and discusses how the model be
applied in aviation accident analysis. Section 3 proposes two new aviation accident important measures and suggests their computational
methodology. Section 4 testifies the feasibility and property of proposed measures and suggested solution by taking the tire burst accident
as an example. Finally, some analyzed conclusions are obtained through the example. Specially, a new thought to generate the preventive
and mitigate countermeasures of aviation accident are suggested among them.

2. The Bow-tie model and its solution
The Bow-tie model theory was firstly proposed by the SHELL company in 1990s[9]. It displays the whole development process of
accident by means of a diagram(Figure 1), which reflects how the hazards of accident do result in the risk and how the risk does evolve to
the accident’s consequences. Now, the Bow-tie model has been used popularly in risk management, risk analysis, risk assessment and the
presentation of the safety barriers, and it has obtained remarkable results [11,15-20]. Generally, the Bow-tie model is composed of two parts,
the Fault tree(FT) in the left and the Event tree(ET) in the right. The FT involves all the events induce to the accident, which are defined as
basic events or unexpected events, and these events are connected by the logical gates. While the ET defines all the consequences of the
accidents, many mitigate and remedy measures are display in the model. That is ,combing with the ETA and FTA, the Bow-tie model
displays the basic events and consequences of accident in a diagram, and which presents the causes and results of accidents by a visible
mean[15,18].

Fig.1. The schematic diagram of the Bow-tie model

2.1 Construction of the Bow-tie model
Because Bow-tie model is made up by the FT and ET, a series of methods are used to build the Bow-tie model based on FTA and ETA.
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Generally, most of these methods depend on the experts knowledge and experience, these methods are simple and feasible but they are also
strong subjective and difficult to quantified. To overcome these problems, some new methods to build the Bow-tie model were
proposed[17,18,21,22]. On the whole, these modeling principles can be concluded as follows.
(1)

The top event of FT is the initial event of FA, it is the critical event of the model as well.

(2)

The FT and ET are connected by the common critical event.

(3)

All identified accident causations and basic events are located in the left of the model.；

(4)

The accident consequence are located in the right of the model.

(5)

All the branches in the left always gather to the critical event, and in the right all the consequences are extended from the

critical event.
In the Bow-tie model, the hazards can be identified by the FT and the consequence can be analyzed by the EA. Further, the model can
be conveniently used to carry out the risk analysis and assessment of the accidents. So a comprehensive Bow-tie model should have
capability to propose a series risk management measures, namely, some barriers to prevented the top level risk happening are listed in the
left of the model, and some mitigated countermeasures are listed in the right of the top event, all these countermeasures are used to prevent
or mitigate unexpected consequences induced by the top even[23].

2.2 Probabilistic solution of the outcome event
The quantitative solutions of FT and ET can be represented by logical operation and probabilities of events, the solution of the Bow-tie
model are suggested based on these solutions as well[12, 24-25]. For the sake of clearness in the recital, a typical Bow-tie model(Fig.2) is taken

as an example to introduce the computational method. Generally, events of the Bow-tie model can be classified as the basic event(BE), the

critical or event (CE), the intermediate event(IE), the control event(SE) and the outcome event(OE).

Fig.2 The sketch map of the typical Bow-tie model

If we suppose that BEs and CEs of the Bow-tie model are independent and their probabilities are known, the probability of IE can be

computed by the logical operation. For example, the probability of IE composed by logical “and” gate can be computed by Eq.(1)
n

IE
pOR
= ∏ piBE
i =1

and the probability of IE composed by the logical “or” gate can be computed by Eq.(1)

（1）
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n

IE
pAND
=
1 − ∏ (1 − piBE )

（2）

i =1

where n is the number of BEs involved in the logical “and” and “or” gate. piBE is the probability of the i th basic event BEi . Of

course, many logic gates are existed in the FT, the probabilistic results can be computed by responding logical operations. That is, the CE’s
probability, p CE of the Bow-tie model can be computed by using probabilities of all BEs according the logical gates step by step.

The important target of the Bow-tie modeling is to analyze the possibility of outcome events. If we take probability theory to evaluate
the possibility piOE of outcome event OEi , we can suggested the computational equation as
l

m

k =1

j =1

piOE = ∑ p CE ∏ f ( p SE
j )

（3）

where l is the number of the branches existing between the critical event CE and the outcome event OEi , and if the SE is happening,
SE
SE
f ( p SE
f ( p SE
j ) = p j , else,
j )= 1 − p j .

And the probability of ith outcome event OEi can be represented by the function of probabilities of n basic and m control

events, which can be listed as Eq.(4).

( p1BE , p2BE ,..., pnBE , p1SE , p2SE ,..., pmSE×l ) f ( p BE , p SE )
=
piOE f=

（4）

Taking the typical Bow-tie model displayed in Fig.2 as the example, the probabilities of basic event BE1，BE2，BE3，BE4 are assumed as

p1BE , p2BE , p3BE and p4BE , there are two outcome events OE1 and OE2 and three branches. The control events responding to the outcome
events are SE1 and SE2, and their probabilities can be represented as p1SE and p2SE , so the probabilities that the control events would not
happening are 1 − p1SE and 1 − p2SE , so the outcome event OE1 can be computed by Eq.(5)

=
p1OE [ p1SE p2SE + (1 − p1SE )(1 − p2SE )]{ p1BE p2BE [1 − (1 − p3BE )(1 − p4BE )]}

（5）

the outcome event OE2 can be computed by Eq.(6)

p2OE = (1 − p1SE ) p2SE { p1BE p2BE [1 − (1 − p3BE )(1 − p4BE )]}

（6）

Of course, the probabilities of outcome events composed other logical gates can be computed by practical logical structure in the same

way, and you will ignore that for this article. In a general way, the more serious the outcome event is, the more attention is paid to.
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3 Aviation accident importance measure and solution

3.1 The aviation accident importance measure
There are many importance measures in traditional reliability analysis, such as the Birnbaum importance measure [26], the criticality
importance measure[27], the Fussell-Vesely importance measure [28-29] and the risk achievement worth[30], et.al. Each of them represents the

contribution of basic event to the top event of the system in responding respective. Though they can be extended and used in the aviation
accidents importance analysis, there are still some limitations and drawbacks in them[31]. Borgonovo and Apostolakis[31-33] have proposed a

differential importance measure in 2003, the importance measure solved the significant limitation of the present importance measure,

including the nor normalized and inconvenient for comparing. So a new aviation accident importance measure based on that will be

proposed to measure the effect of the basic event or control event on the outcome event of the aviation accident.
For easily expressing, the probability of one outcome event in the aviation accident is represented as PsOE (where s represents the
number of outcome events in the accident model), and probabilities of the basic event, the control event are defined as PXi , so according to

the differential importance measure proposed by Borgonovo and Apostolakis, the aviation accident importance measure can be defined as

I sDIM
/i =

∂PsOE / ∂PXi
n

∑ ∂P
j =1

OE
s

（7）

/ ∂PXj

According to reference [31] and the aviation accident model built in the above content, some properties are listed in the following if

basic events and control events are independent respectively.

Property 1. Additivity. The joint importance measure of some basic events and control events can be added by their independent

importance measures, e.g.
DIM
DIM
I sDIM
I sDIM
/ i , j ,...,=
l
/ i + I s / j + ... + I s / l

（8）

Property 2. Normalization. To pointed outcome event, sum of the importance measures of involved basic events and control events equals 1,

e.g.
DIM
DIM
I sDIM
1
/1 + I s / 2 + ... + I s / n =

where n is the total number of basic events and control events involved in the given outcome event.

（9）
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The new importance measure I sDIM
in Eq.（7） represents the effect of the variation of basic event or control event’s probability on
/i

the probability of the outcome event. In fact, two cases in the following are needed to consider, e.g.

Case 1. It is assumed that the variations of the probabilities of every basic or control event are same.

H1 :

=
dP
dPXk ,
Xj

∀=
j , k 1, 2,..., n

Case 2. It is assumed that the gradients of the probabilities of every basic or control event are same

H2 :

dPXj dPXk
=
,
PXj
PXk

∀
=
j , k 1, 2,..., n

Two aviation importance measures I sDIM_H1
and I sDIM_H2
are defined as follows
/1
/1

I sDIM_H1
=
/i

∂PsOE / ∂PXi
n

∑ ∂P

OE
s

j =1

=
I sDIM_H2
/i

∂PsOE / ∂PXi / PXi
n

∑ ∂P
j =1

OE
s

（10）

/ ∂PXj

（11）

/ ∂PXj / PXj

3.2 Solution of the aviation accident importance measure
In term of the definition in Eq.(7), it is likely to think of that the differential method can be used to compute the aviation accident
importance measure. Due to its limitation, the differential method is feasible to solve relative easy aviation model. However, most aviation
accident models have complex structure, enormous scales and includes large number of basic and control events, so the differential
methodology is difficult to obtain the aviation accident importance measures, and other methods are needed.
The Monte-Carlo method is popularly applied into computing most traditional importance measures in system reliability analysis, so
we can consider applying the method to extend the traditional importance measures to aviation accident importance measures. Based on
that, an feasible and efficient method to obtain the proposed aviation accident importance measure can be suggested by the method.
Taking the Birnbaum importance measure I iB as an example, which can be transformed as the effect of outcome event’s probability
change as the ith basic (control) event changes. So the Birnbaum aviation accident importance measure I sB/ i can be defined as

=
I sB/ i

∂PsOE
= f (1i , p BE , p SE ) − f (0i , p BE , p SE )
∂PXi

（12）

where s is the sequence number of outcome event, and i is the sequence number of the basic or control event.
The Birnbaum aviation accident importance measure can be obtained by computing the partial derivative of the probability of outcome
event to that of basic event or control event[33] ,it can also be represented as I sB/ i

I sB/=
E{Φ (1i , BE , SE ) − Φ (0i , BE , SE )= 1}
i
= P{Φ (1i , BE , SE ) − Φ (0i , BE , SE )= 1}

（13）

where BE and SE are all basic and control events except the ith event, and Φ () represent the sth outcome event is happen or not as
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the basic events and control events are given, when the outcome is happen, it equals 1, else it equals 0.
According to Eqs.(7) and (9), the computational formulae can be derived under two cases H1 and H 2

=
I sDIM_H1
/i

∂PsOE / ∂PXi
=
n
∑ ∂PsOE / ∂PXj

I sB/ i

（14）

n

∑ I sB/ j

=j 1 =j 1

=
I sDIM_H2
/i

∂PsOE / ∂PXi / PXi
=
n
∑ ∂PsOE / ∂PXj / PXj

I sB/ i PXi
n

∑ I sB/ j PXj

（15）

=j 1 =j 1

It is easy to find from Eqs.(13)-(15) that the Monte-Carlo method is a feasible and effective method to compute the aviation
and I sB/ i both represent the
importance measure of complex aviation accident. That is, the aviation accident importance measure I sDIM_H1
/i
contribution of ith basic event on outcome’s probability in case that all the basic events’ probabilities changes are same, and the aviation
accident importance measure I sDIM_H2
represents the contribution in case that the change rate are same.
/i

4. Case analysis
Tire is the important part composed the aircraft landing gear system, which is crucially important to guarantee the safety in aircraft’s
taking off and landing phases. Once the tire bursts, the serious consequence will happened quite possibly and endanger the aircraft safety.
Historically, hazards induced the tire burst are widely distributed in many fields, including factors caused by personal, environment, and
component failure. On the other hand, the consequences result from the tire burst are serious, which even could lead to fatal crash accident.
Thus, the tire burst accident were analyzed in this section, and its Bow-tie model will be built, the basic event or the control event which
have more effect would be researched and quantified. Based on that, a new generating mechanism of aviation accident countermeasures is
proposed.

4.1 Model construction
4.1.1 Hazard analysis
Through analyzing historical aviation accidents[35-36], three kinds of failures can directly induced to tire burst, e.g. the tire failure, the
wheel failure and the brake system failure. Further, the tire failure was result from basic events including low charge pressure, inflatable
mouth fracture, tire excessive wear and quality problem, et al. Among them, the basic event of low charge pressure can be due to the
responsibility for maintenance, and the tire can be due to the responsibility for producer, both of them can be classified as the mechanism
fault caused by human error. The wheel wearing would give rise to not only the wheel failure but also the tire failure. There are four
reasons causing the wheel fault, including Hub crack, the gear chipping, brake disc chipping and the hot melting. Among them, the gear
chipping probably results from the brake pad’s filling by mistake, and the brake disc chipping is a structure problem, the hot melting is a
design problem. There are lots of reasons causing the brake system failure, such as foreign body existing in brake ducts, fault of the air
bleed valve, fault of the inertial sensor, et.al. what’s more, the air leakage caused by tire overheating also can lead to tire burst. All above
reasons can act each other and cause the accident happening.
It is not difficult to find the human factors, the mechanical factors, the environment factors causing the tire burst accident. So if we
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control the above hazards, a series of countermeasures must be suggested from the aspects of human, components and environment.

4.1.2 Consequence analysis
If the tire bursts, the aircraft would not be controlled in its proper direction, and it would run off the runway, or turn on its side, even
cause fatal crash by the pilot’s hurry mistake operation. According the historical datum, consequences caused by the tire burst can be
classified as follows.
(1) Termination of task, and aircraft stopped safely.
(2) Aircraft Slightly damaged
(3) Aircraft Seriously damaged
(4) Fatal crash
Except that the first consequence, the later three consequences all result in property loss or casualties. Through analyzing many
accidents caused by the tire burst, four control measures, such as starting the emergency brake system, keep away the obstacles, such as
aircraft, building, et al., installing the separation net, starting the fire emergency systems, can be adopted to control and mitigate the
happening of the above unsafe consequences. And if they are not play an effective role, the corresponding serious consequence would
happen probably.

4.1.3 Bow-tie model
Based on historical information and analyzed results, the Bow-tie model are built as Fig.3.
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Fig.3. The Bow-tie model of aircraft’s tire burst accident

There are 16 basic events in the failure tree of the above Bow-tie model, and the critical(top) event are leaded to by some inertial
events composed of different logical gates and these basic events. After the critical(top) had happened, four accident’s consequences would
be induced due to the effects of different subsequent countermeasures. In regarding to the previous mentioned, four controlled events are
SE1 : Starting the emergency brake system, SE2 : Keep away the obstacles, SE3 : Installing the separation net, SE4 : Starting the fire

emergency systems. Table 1 lists all the basic events and their probabilities, while probabilities of four control events are determined by
experts due to they are difficult to quantify, and the four probabilities of control events are assumed as 0.25, 0.27, 0.20 and 0.15.
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Tab.1. Basic events of Bow-tie of aircraft’s Tire burst accident

NO.

Basic event

Probability

NO.

Basic event

Probability

BE1

Hub crack

0.000000317000

BE9

Short circuit

0.000001200000

BE2

Gear chipping

0.000000537000

BE10

Control value failure

0.000002400000

BE3

Brake disc chipping

0.000002680000

BE11

Transform value failure

0.000003600000

BE4

Hot melting

0.000030400000

BE12

Hydrostatic safety device failure

0.000002800000

BE5

Abnormal Pressure

0.000001200000

BE13

Brake device failure

0.000013000000

BE6

Inflatable mouth fracture

0.000035000000

BE14

Transform value failure

0.000032000000

BE7

Wheel wear

0.000006700000

BE15

Hydrostatic safety device failure

0.000028000000

BE8

Quality problem

0.000000370000

BE16

Brake device failure

0.000007000000

Using the equations in section 2.2 and the datum inTable.1, The probabilities of the consequences due to tire burst can be computed as
Fig.4.

Fig.4. The probabilities of consequences caused by the tire burst

Fig.4 displays that probability of top event of tire burst failure is 7.68E-5, and the probabilities of the outcome events are sorted as
follows, the fatal crash is the lowest, which is 5.76E-7, the aircraft seriously damaged and slightly damaged are taken second and third
place, the highest probability is the termination of task, and aircraft stopped safely, which is 2.86E-5. It is consistently that the
computational results with the practical facts.

4.1.4 Importance analysis
In practices, there are three serious consequences need to prevent and avid, e.g. the aircraft seriously damaged, the aircraft slightly
damaged, and the fatal crash. To judge if the proposed prevent and control measures are most suitable and reasonable, the aviation accident
importance analysis need to carry out. Thus, the importance analysis methodology in above sections are taken, and the computational results
had been obtained and displayed in the Fig.5-7 respectively.
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Fig.5. The computational results of the Birnbaum importance measure of the tire burst accident

Fig.6. The computational results of the aviation accident importance measure

of the tire burst accident
I sDIM_H1
/1

It is obviously in Fig.5 and Fig.6 that BE1-BE7 are the most important events of the tire burst accident, and the results of other events
are only
are relatively lower, which testifies that the Birnbaum importance measure and the differential importance measure I sDIM_H1
/1
relative to the structure and location of the basic or control event in the model but their probabilities. Due to the values are not normalized,
the Birnbaum importance measures shown in Fig.5 are difficult to compare each other. From the results in Fig.6, it is easily to compare the
importance of different events.

Fig.7. The computational results of the aviation accident importance measure

of the tire burst accident
I sDIM_H2
/1

The computational results of aviation accident importance measure I sDIM_H2
displayed in Fig.7 are different from the above two
/1
importance measures significantly. Those importance measures in Fig.7 show that the importance of basic events or control events are not
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only relative with their location and logical structure, but also with their probabilities. Taking the aircraft seriously damaged induced by the
tire burst failure as an example, the importance ordering are SE1，SE2，BE6，BE4 and SE3, e.g. Starting the emergency brake system, keep
away the obstacles, Inflatable mouth fracture, Hot melting and installing the separation net. Notably, some negative values exist in Fig.7
because the increasing of the probabilities of some control events are not positively related to the probability of the corresponding
consequence. However, all the importance measures of fatal crash are positive values, which show the consistency to the physical truth.
Fig.7 displays that the most important events, like the hot melting, the Inflatable mouth fracture, should have most countermeasures
from the aspects of design, maintenance and management. And the less importance events have relative less countermeasures. Specially,
some controlled measures of outcome events are proposed to control some important and noticeable events are suggested in maintenance,
logistic and management.

5.Conclusions
In the real world, it is very difficult to compute and obtain the probability of aviation accident’s consequence. However, with the rapid
development, many airline companies had collected mass data about aviation safety. Based on that and the Bow-tie model, a new
computational methodology of aviation accident consequence probability are provided, and two aviation accident importance measures and
solution are suggested. With the proposed methodology and measures, the importance of basic events or control events in aviation accidents
can be judged properly and directly, which provided the useful reference and quantitative basis to design of safety and make
countermeasures of the aviation accidents.
Of course, there are many difficulties in real aviation accident analysis. For example, there exists a great variety information in airline
companies, which could make it very difficult to deal with and analyze. On the other hand, information of many concrete aviation accidents
are few, dynamic and strong uncertain, thus it is more difficult to construct the accident model. Specially, it is intuitional in proposing
prevented measures and controlled measures, how to validate the property and feasibility of proposed measures referring to quantitative
analyzing results is a difficulty.
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